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GENERAL CONDITIONS
applicable to
Experiments at CERN
(Terms with a particular meaning in the context of this document are defined at the end – their first occurrence in the
document is indicated with a reference number thus: termn).

The mission of the European Organization for Nuclear Research (“CERN”) is to sponsor
international scientific research in high-energy physics.
This document (the “General Conditions”) sets out the rules and procedures in
organisational, managerial and financial matters, which apply to the participation by
Universities and Research Institutions (the “Collaborating Institution(s)”) in experiments
at CERN. The Collaborating Institutions jointly constitute the “Collaboration”. They
provide, and are responsible for, the Visiting Research Teams1 (the “Team(s)”) carrying
out the experiment.
The General Conditions also define CERN's role as Host Laboratory of the experiment,
which must be distinguished from its role as a Collaborating Institution, as the case may
be.
Any reference made in the General Conditions to a specific document shall be to its most
recent version.

1.

SCOPE OF APPLICATION

The General Conditions apply to Approved Experiments2 (the “Experiment(s)”) carried
out on the CERN site3. They do not apply to Recognised Experiments4.

2.

PARTIES AND THEIR REPRESENTATION

2.1.

The parties involved in the Experiment (the “Party” or the “Parties”) are:

2.2.

-

CERN as Host Laboratory;

-

The Collaborating Institutions (including, as the case may be, CERN).

Each Party shall have a representative:
-

CERN as Host Laboratory shall be represented by its Director of Research,
acting on behalf of the Director-General;

-

The Collaboration shall appoint a Spokesperson, who shall represent the
Collaboration to the outside, including to CERN as Host Laboratory, and
co-ordinate its work. Where the Spokesperson is not stationed full-time at
CERN, the Collaboration shall also appoint a Contactperson at CERN;

-

Each Collaborating Institution shall appoint a Team Leader who shall
represent it in its relations with CERN as Host Laboratory. The Team
Leader’s responsibilities are detailed in the “Appointment of Team
Leader” form (available on the Users’ Office Web site – see Article 5.7).
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2.3.

Each Collaborating Institution shall ensure that the members of its Team (the
“Team Member(s)”) comply with the General Conditions.

3.

BASIC DOCUMENTS GOVERNING THE EXECUTION OF THE
EXPERIMENT

3.1.

The following documents shall constitute the formal basis for the Experiment:
3.1.1. the EXPERIMENTAL PROPOSAL, after its approval by the CERN
Research Board on the recommendation of the Experiment Committee
dealing with the appropriate part of the physics programme (the
“Experiment Committee”);
3.1.2. the TECHNICAL DESIGN REPORTS, where appropriate;
3.1.3. the MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (the “MoU”), which sets out
the detailed arrangements specific to the Experiment and which shall be
agreed and signed by CERN as Host Laboratory and the Collaborating
Institutions, for the purpose of signature represented, as the case may be,
by their Funding Agencies5. Through the signature of the MoU, the
Collaborating Institutions accept its terms;
3.1.4. the GENERAL CONDITIONS.

Contents of the MoU
3.2.

The MoU may be a single document setting out the arrangements for construction,
installation, maintenance and operation, or it may comprise two documents, one
for construction and installation and the other for maintenance and operation. As
a guide, the essential parts of the MoU are the following:
a)

a list of the Collaborating Institutions responsible for the Teams carrying
out the Experiment;

b)

a list of the Funding Agencies of the Collaboration;

c)

details of the persons with specific responsibilities in the Experiment;

d)

the obligations of the Parties for:
i) construction and installation
- the obligations for construction and installation of the detector
components and the auxiliary equipment (jointly the “Equipment”);
- a breakdown of the funding requirements for the Equipment,
together with the contributions of the Parties;
- a timetable for the construction and installation of the Equipment;
ii) maintenance and operation
- the obligations for maintenance and operation of the Equipment;

e)

an explicit statement that the General Conditions apply;

f)

references to any specific agreements and Protocols relevant to the
Experiment, copies of which shall be included as Appendices to the MoU.
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ORGANISATION OF THE COLLABORATION
Internal autonomy and co-ordination with CERN as Host Laboratory

4.1.

In its internal relations, the Collaboration shall be free to take such organisational
decisions as deemed necessary, always subject to the terms of the MoU and the
General Conditions. Any financial arrangements between CERN as Host
Laboratory and the Collaboration shall be subject to the Financial and
Administrative Provisions for Visiting Research Teams.

Co-ordination in matters of safety
4.2.

The Leader of the CERN Department responsible for the physics programme of
which the Experiment is part shall appoint a Group Leader in Matters of Safety
(GLIMOS), on the proposal of the Spokesperson. The rights and responsibilities
of the GLIMOS are defined in the document “Safety Policy at CERN SAPOCO/42”.

Finance Review Committee/Resources Review Board
Initial Decision
4.3.

For Experiments involving large capital investments, a Finance Review
Committee (FRC) or a Resources Review Board (RRB) may be set up by
agreement of CERN as Host Laboratory and the Collaboration.

Membership
4.4.

The FRC/RRB shall consist of one representative of each Funding Agency, along
with the Managements of CERN and the Collaboration. It shall be chaired by the
CERN Director of Research.

Terms of reference
4.5.

The role of the FRC/RRB includes:
-

4.6.

reaching agreement on the MoU;
approving any modification of, or addition to, the Experiment that would
require amending the MoU;
monitoring the supply of Equipment according to the agreed schedule;
monitoring the Common Projects6 and the use of the Common Funds7;
monitoring the general financial and manpower support;
approving a maintenance and operation procedure and monitoring its
functioning;
approving the annual construction and installation budgets as well as those
for maintenance and operation.

The Collaboration Management reports to the FRC/RRB on technical, managerial,
financial and administrative matters, and on the composition of the Collaboration.
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CERN'S OBLIGATIONS AS HOST LABORATORY
PRINCIPLES
Installation

5.1.

The Collaboration shall ensure that the Equipment and counting rooms meet the
CERN Safety Rules. Provided that this is the case, CERN shall agree in writing to
their installation in the appropriate experimental area.

Duration
5.2.

CERN shall agree to keep the Equipment on-site during the data-taking for the
experimental programme approved by the CERN Research Board.

Network connections
5.3.

CERN shall agree that computers and peripherals belonging to the Collaboration,
which are needed for the operation of the Equipment, may be connected to the
CERN computer network, provided they meet its compatibility and security
standards, including as set out in the document “Operational Circular No 5 – Use
of CERN Computing Facilities” and subsidiary rules.

Insurance
- Property
5.4.

CERN shall at its expense insure against the risks of fire, explosion, natural
disaster and water damage all items belonging to the Collaboration or a
Collaborating Institution, once they have been delivered to the CERN site, added
to the Ownership Inventory (Article 6.10) and accepted in writing by CERN.
CERN shall not insure such items against the risks of transport, crane or rigging
accidents. It may however offer the possibility that such insurance is taken out at
the expense of the Collaborating Institution(s) concerned.
- Third party liability

5.5.

CERN shall at its expense insure the members of the Collaborating Institutions
against third party liability incurred by them at CERN in the execution of the
Experiment.
- Limitation of coverage

5.6.

The insurance covers defined in Articles 5.4 and 5.5 are subject to the provisions,
including the specified deductibles, exclusions and limits, of CERN’s insurance
policies. Any risk or amount not covered by such policies shall be for the
exclusive account of the Collaboration. CERN does not warrant or accept liability
as to the sufficiency of its insurance policies in relation to the risks incurred by the
Collaboration.

SERVICES
User support, Users’ Office and ACCU
5.7.

CERN operates a Users’ Office as a point of contact with the user community.
Documentation for users is maintained on the Users’ Office Web site, which can
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be accessed through the CERN home page (http://www.cern.ch). CERN shall
provide access to its services, as described in the “CERN Guide for Newcomers”
(available from the Users’ Office Web site). The Users’ Office provides
assistance on questions concerning access to the services provided by CERN.
The Advisory Committee of CERN Users (ACCU) promotes links between CERN
Management and the User Community and advises CERN Users on the working
conditions and the arrangements for technical support.
Standard services and facilities
5.8.

CERN normally provides, free of charge and within the limits and constraints
imposed by the available resources and schedules of accelerators, the following
standard services and facilities for the duration of the Experiment:
Particle beams and equipment
a)

particle beams and related shielding, monitoring equipment and standard
communication with the accelerator control rooms;

b)

beam time allocation and scheduling, in accordance with the
recommendations of the Experiment Committee;

c)

test-beam time for testing prototypes and calibrating final detector
components, subject to the applicable scheduling and allocation
procedures;

Space
d)

floor space in the experimental area(s) for the Equipment;

e)

laboratory and hall space for construction, testing and assembly of the
Equipment;

f)

temporary short-term storage space for spare parts, handling and assembly
tools and Equipment that is awaiting installation or removal. CERN
reserves the right to charge the cost of longer-term storage of the above
items to the Collaborating Institution(s) concerned;

g)

office space, equipped with standard furniture and infrastructure facilities
including network connections, telephones and electricity;

Supplies and installations at the Experiment
h)

assistance with the installation and removal of the Equipment, such as the
provision of crane and rigging services, geometrical survey and alignment,
as well as transport of the Equipment on and between the parts of the
CERN site and inside the experimental areas;

i)

mechanical infrastructure, local infrastructure for the supply of mains
electricity, raw cooling water, compressed air and standard connections to
the CERN communication network;

Computing
j)

central computing resources for the Collaboration, in amounts to be
decided in accordance with the applicable CERN allocation procedures;
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Transport of persons
k)

basic transportation for personnel between the main parts of the CERN
site, including the experimental areas;

Safety services
l)

access to its safety services for advice, inspection and verification, and
first aid or other emergency help;

Administrative services
m)

access to its administrative services to assist the Collaboration in financial
matters, in accordance with the Financial Rules and the Financial and
Administrative Provisions for Visiting Research Teams;

Purchasing services
n)

access to its purchasing services to assist the Collaboration in placing
purchase orders and contracts for its account, in accordance with the
CERN Financial Rules and the CERN Purchasing Procedures. In such
cases there is immediate automatic transfer of ownership to the
Collaborating Institution(s) for which the purchase is made. This(These)
Institution(s) shall hold CERN free and harmless from liability arising
from such assistance;

Maintenance and operation
o)

the resources needed to operate and maintain the standard infrastructure
and other equipment supplied by CERN as Host Laboratory.

Special services
5.9.

A variety of services other than those specified above may be provided to the
Collaboration on request, subject to the availability of resources. Such services
shall be charged according to the applicable conditions.

Special equipment
5.10.

Any additional infrastructure equipment to be provided by CERN, as well as the
obligations of CERN and the Collaborating Institutions with regard to the
construction, installation, maintenance and operation of such equipment, shall be
explicitly mentioned in the MoU.

6.

OBLIGATIONS OF THE COLLABORATING INSTITUTIONS
Basic obligations

6.1.

In their capacity as members of the personnel of CERN8, the Team Members shall
be subject to the authority of the Director-General of CERN and shall comply with
the rules and regulations in force at CERN. Items brought onto the site by the
Collaboration are subject to the rules and regulations in force at CERN.
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Status of personnel
6.2.

Each Collaborating Institution shall ensure that its Team Members shall for the
duration of their Contract of Association9 with CERN (the “Contract of
Association”) remain employed by, and receive a salary from, their Collaborating
Institution. It is understood that where they are students, the Team Members shall
remain enrolled at their Collaborating Institution, and where they have a sponsor,
they shall remain under contract with, and continue to be financed by, their
sponsor.

6.3.

Each Collaborating Institution shall ensure the provision of adequate social and
third party liability insurance cover to its Team Members and the members of their
family accompanying them. The social insurance must include cover against the
financial consequences of illness and accidents that is adequate in the Host States
of CERN for the duration of the Contract of Association.

6.4.

Each Collaborating Institution shall be liable to CERN for any cost or expense
resulting from the situation where its Team Members have insufficient insurance
cover.

Medical surveillance and certificates
6.5.

Each Collaborating Institution shall remain responsible for the medical
surveillance of its Team Members and, in the case of Team Members who are to
work in conditions which are deemed to pose special risks (e.g. radiation
controlled areas), shall supply to the CERN Medical Service a certificate of
medical fitness, for the first time on registration of the Team Member at CERN
and then every two years thereafter (a form for such certificates is available on the
Users’ Office Web site – Article 5.7).

Safety briefings and inspections
6.6.

The Collaborating Institutions, in conjunction with the CERN Department
responsible for the physics programme of which the Experiment is part, shall
ensure the safety of the Team Members and the Equipment. The Collaborating
Institutions shall participate in safety meetings and studies of the Experiment.
They shall ensure compliance by the Team Members with the CERN Safety Rules.
Each Team Member has specific safety responsibilities and obligations, as defined
in the document “Safety Policy at CERN - SAPOCO/42”. The Team Members
shall attend the CERN safety course(s) for newcomers, any compulsory CERN
safety course, and all specific safety courses deemed necessary by the
Collaboration.
The CERN safety personnel shall be entitled to carry out safety visits, checks and
inspections as well as other safety measures set out in the document “Safety Policy
at CERN - SAPOCO/42”.

Supply of Equipment
6.7.

The Collaborating Institutions shall make available on the CERN site, according
to an agreed timetable and in working order, the Equipment that they have
undertaken to supply and commission. The Spokesperson shall promptly inform
the CERN Director of Research of any material failure to meet the agreed
schedule. For experiments with an FRC/RRB, this body shall monitor such
matters.
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Transport, installation and dismantling of Equipment
6.8.

Each Collaborating Institution supplying Equipment shall be responsible for its
delivery to and removal from the CERN site, always in compliance with
applicable export laws and restrictions. All such Equipment shall be properly
documented to indicate its ownership status (Article 6.10) handling requirements
and any potential hazards that it may pose. The Collaborating Institutions shall be
collectively responsible for the installation and dismantling of the Equipment.

Ownership of Equipment
6.9.

Except as may be agreed in writing by the owner and CERN as Host Laboratory,
the delivery of Equipment to the CERN site or its handling on the CERN site shall
not affect its ownership. The owner and CERN as Host Laboratory may agree in
writing to transfer to CERN the ownership of Equipment which is no longer
required by the Collaboration.

Ownership inventory
6.10.

As a condition of coverage by CERN’s insurance policy, the Collaboration shall
provide CERN with a list of the Equipment which it brings on the CERN site,
specifying for each item the owning Collaborating Institution(s) or joint ownership
by the Collaboration. It shall keep the list up-to-date and inform CERN promptly
of any modifications.

Maintenance and operation of Equipment
6.11.

The Collaborating Institutions shall be collectively responsible for the
maintenance and operation of the Equipment, and for providing the resources
necessary to carry out the experimental programme.

Assignment of Equipment
6.12.

Any Collaborating Institution providing Equipment shall continue to make it
available to the Collaboration until the Experiment has been declared completed
(Article 8.2).

Early removal of Equipment
6.13.

The Collaboration may request the removal from the CERN site under the
responsibility of the owning Collaborating Institution(s) of any Equipment which
in the opinion of the Collaboration is no longer required for the Experiment.

Release of space
6.14.

Space allocated for construction and assembly shall be released when these
activities have terminated. As Host Laboratory, CERN reserves the right to
change the space allocation during the lifetime of the Experiment. As soon as the
Experiment has been declared completed (Article 8.2), all space used by the
Collaboration, including office and laboratory space, and the space used for
testing and running the Experiment, shall be made available to CERN for
reallocation.

Removal of Equipment
6.15.

Equipment shall be removed from the CERN site under the responsibility of the
owning Collaborating Institution(s) within six months following a request from
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the Leader of the CERN Department responsible for the physics programme of
which the Experiment is part.
6.16.

The dismantling and removal of the Equipment must respect the CERN Safety
Rules and the laws of the countries through which the dismantled Equipment will
transit during the removal, including the country of its final destination (e.g.
transport, disposal, elimination of special or radioactive waste). Except as may be
agreed in writing by the Collaboration and CERN, the associated costs shall be
borne by the Collaboration.

7.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Publication and use of data and knowledge

7.1.

CERN is bound by its Convention to publish or otherwise make generally
available the results of its experimental and theoretical work.

7.2.

The Collaborating Institutions shall strive to publish any data and knowledge
resulting from the experiment through Open Access10 journals. Where the
copyright in an article shall be transferred to the publisher, each Collaborating
Institution shall ensure that it has the necessary internal authorisations to approve
such a transfer.

7.3.

Subject to Articles 7.4 and 7.5, each Collaborating Institution and CERN as Host
Laboratory shall be entitled to use any data and knowledge resulting from the
Experiment for its own scientific non-military purposes.

Contribution of proprietary information
7.4.

A Collaborating Institution contributing proprietary information to the
Collaboration shall ensure that it has or has procured the rights to use, and to
contribute to the Collaboration for use by the other Collaborating Institutions,
such proprietary information for the execution of the Experiment. The term “use”
shall include any integration, modification, enhancement and redistribution.
Where the use of proprietary information is subject to restrictions, the contributing
Collaborating Institution shall disclose them in writing when making its
contribution available to the Collaboration. The obligations defined in this article
shall apply whether or not the proprietary information is pre-existing or developed
in the execution of the Experiment, and whether or not it was developed
individually or jointly with one or more other institution(s).

Use of proprietary information
7.5.

The contribution by a Collaborating Institution of any proprietary information,
including information protected by trademark, patent or copyright, shall not create
any right in respect of such information for the other Collaborating Institutions,
other than a free, irrevocable and non-exclusive licence to use such information in
the execution of the Experiment.

Publication and disclosure of proprietary information
7.6.

Subject to the intellectual property rights of the Collaborating Institutions having
contributed the proprietary information and taking into account any potential for
commercial exploitation, the Collaborating Institutions shall strive to publish and
make publicly available all proprietary information contributed to the
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Collaboration. In particular, they shall consider making any software available
under Open Source licence conditions.
Limitation of liability
7.7.

The Collaborating Institutions provide no warranties or representations of any
kind to each other.
Each Collaborating Institution shall use the data and knowledge resulting from the
Experiment and the proprietary information contributed to the Collaboration at its
own risk.
The Collaborating Institutions shall have no liability to each other with respect to
the subject matter of this Article 7.

8.

FINAL PROVISIONS
Modification of the Experiment and amendment to the MoU

8.1.

The Collaboration shall agree on any modification of or addition to the
Experiment that would require amending the MoU and shall inform CERN as
Host Laboratory of such changes. For experiments with an FRC/RRB, such
changes shall also be approved by this body. Where the changes constitute a
substantial change to the Experiment, they shall be submitted to the Experiment
Committee for approval by the CERN Research Board and the Director-General.
Any amendment to the MoU shall be signed by the representatives of the parties to
the MoU.

Duration of applicability of the MoU
8.2.

Unless another duration is specified in the MoU, the MoU shall remain in force
until the CERN Director of Research, in agreement with the Spokesperson, has
declared the Experiment completed, the Equipment has been dismantled and the
arrangements for its disposal agreed in writing.

8.3.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the General Conditions shall remain in force.

Observance of the MoU and the General Conditions
8.4.

The MoU is not legally binding but the parties to the MoU recognise that the
success of the Collaboration depends upon their adherence to its provisions. Any
default under its provisions shall be dealt with, in the first instance, by the
Collaboration in consultation with the CERN Management and if necessary then
by the FRC/RRB (where such a body exists).

8.5.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the provisions of the General Conditions are
binding.

Liability
8.6.

Except as specifically stipulated in the General Conditions, the Parties shall not be
liable to each other for any loss or damage arising in connection with the
Experiment.
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Arbitration
8.7.

If a dispute within the Collaboration or between the Collaboration and CERN as
Host Laboratory cannot be resolved amicably, it shall be referred by any party to
the dispute for arbitration to the President of the CERN Council, whose decision
shall be binding and final, without right of revision or appeal.

Relevant documents
8.8.

The following documents apply to the execution of the MoU:
-

the CERN Guide for Newcomers;
Financial and Administrative Provisions for Visiting Research Teams;
Use of CERN Computing Facilities - Operational Circular No 5
(http://cern.ch/ComputingRules/);
the Safety Guide for experiments at CERN (http://cern.ch/SafetyGuide/);
the Safety Policy at CERN - SAPOCO/42;
Purchasing Rules and Procedures for Experiments at CERN
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Definitions
1

Visiting Research Team: A Collaborating Institution’s personnel involved in the
Experiment.

2

Approved Experiment: An Experiment approved by the CERN Research Board and
the Director-General after consideration of a written proposal submitted to the
appropriate Experiment Committee, taking into account scientific interest, technical
feasibility and the constraints imposed by available resources.

3

CERN site: All parts of CERN’s fenced-in domain and all of its underground works.

4

Recognised Experiment: An experiment in fields allied to particle physics, such as
astroparticle physics, the full definition of which was decided by the CERN Research
Board (CERN/DG/RB 99-285). The conditions applicable to such experiments are
decided by the CERN Research Board on a case-by-case basis.

5

Funding Agency: A body providing resources to one or more of the Collaborating
Institutions for the purpose of participation in the Experiment. A Collaborating
Institution may itself be a Funding Agency.

6

Common Project: A project that the Collaboration has decided to manage jointly
under the authority of the Collaboration Management.

7

Common Funds: Funds contributed by the Funding Agencies to joint accounts
administered by the Collaboration Management.

8

Member of the personnel of CERN: All Team Members who are not employed by
CERN are required to sign a Registration Form, in which they apply to become an
associated member of the personnel of CERN.

9

Contract of Association: The contract defined in Article RI 2.04 of the Staff Rules
and Regulations of CERN.

10

Open Access: The free, irrevocable, worldwide right of access to, and use of, a work
in any digital medium for lawful purposes, subject to proper attribution of authorship.
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